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MARC DOMINGO GYGAX

Proleptic Honours in Greek Euergetism

This article approaches the study of Greek inscriptions of the Classical period and, in
particular, of the Hellenistic age from a historical and anthropological perspective.
Specifically, it seeks to identify – beyond individual cases and exceptions – patterns
of behaviour and social practices deeply rooted in Greek society and of very long
duration in Greek history. The key object of study here is what we shall call ‹proleptic
honours›. By this is meant honours granted by a polis to recompense benefactions
that had yet to be carried out. The analysis of this custom and its origins helps shed
light on some basic mechanisms of Greek euergetism and its structural and historical
relationship with gift-exchange.1

A common problem of the Greek polis was the scarcity of public resources.2 In the
event of extraordinary expenditure (usually arising from war, food shortages or build-
ing projects) the polis had to rely on royal or private benefactions, public loans and
extraordinary taxes (eåsfora›).3 The funds obtained from private benefactions were
partly raised through ãpidfisei«: voluntary contributions made by citizens (sometimes
also by foreign residents) in response to an appeal by the assembly, ratified by decree.4
There are approximately one hundred testimonies – mostly inscriptions – of such
public subscriptions.5 As one may expect, the majority are lists of contributors, but
curiously enough there are also some inscriptions that record lists of people who have
just ‹promised› money (the verb is usually ãpaggwllv).6 In at least eleven cases the

1 Previous versions of this article were presented at talks at the École des Hautes Études en
Sciences Sociales, Princeton University, Universität Münster, University of Pennsylvania, and
Yale University. I would like to thank the audiences as well as Tim Duff, Christian Habicht, Rudolf
Haensch, Christof Schuler and an anonymous referee for Chiron for their helpful comments.

2 Migeotte 2002; Reger 2003, 342–345; Schuler 2007.
3 Thomsen 1964; Veyne 1976; Brun 1983; Migeotte 1984; Gauthier 1985; Garnsey

1988; Quass 1996.
4 Migeotte 1992.
5 Most of these are collected in Migeotte 1992. Since the publication of this corpus, various

new ãp›dosi«-inscriptions have come to light, particularly from the island of Cos: see Segre 1993;
Migeotte 1998a; Migeotte 1998b. See also Behrwald – Blum – Schuler – Zimmermann
1998, 185–187, and the new text from Pisye (Caria) in Debord – Varinlioğlu 2001, no. 1.

6 Migeotte 1992, nos. 22, 23, 34, 38, 41, 43, 45, 50, 52, 73, 75, 78, 79, 80, 81, 83. To this
evidence should be added nos. 67 and 84, which refer to the act of promising with Épisxnwomai
instead of ãpaggwllv, as well as no. 69, which uses Épodwxomai.
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publication of the names of the prospective donors is presented as an honorific ges-
ture.7 This particular detail, which serves as the point of departure for my analysis
of proleptic honours, attracted the comment of Léopold Migeotte, who in his
monograph on public subscriptions writes: «Should we conclude that sometimes
the cities, while usually waiting until the end of the process and the fulfilment of the
promise before letting the names of the subscribers be inscribed and displayed, went
ahead with honouring the volunteers by virtue of their promise, while risking the
possibility that some would default on their commitment? Certainly not, for two rea-
sons. First, the commemorative monument was, by definition, intended to render
homage to the benefactors of the city: it would have been paradoxical, and offensive
for the other subscribers, to allow the names of the failing subscribers to appear along-
side theirs. Second, the wording of the inscriptions indicates that they should not
always be interpreted literally.»8

Migeotte’s solution to the problem is to assume that the verb ãpaggwllv (‹to
promise›) and its corresponding substantive ãpaggel›a, together with other equival-
ent lexical items found in ãp›dosi«-inscriptions,9 «by referring to a solemn promise,
could end up including the idea of donation», i.e. that the promise referred to had
actually been converted into a donation. A similar conclusion was arrived at by
Adolphe Künzi, who thought that these words can refer to «the fulfilment of a
promised contribution», and Bernhard Laum, who considered that the decrees
dealing with ãpaggel›ai are always testimonies of the fulfilment of promises.10

The question posed by Migeotte – is it conceivable that honorific stelae were
granted to people who had only promised contributions? – merits careful consider-
ation by historians interested in Greek euergetism. This question invites us to examine
an important aspect of Greek euergetism that has so far been insufficiently explored
and constitutes the key focus of this paper: the proleptic nature of certain euergetic
honours.

I shall argue in this paper that some honours were awarded by the polis for ‹vir-
tual› benefactions, which is to say, for fictive benefactions or for small services pres-

7 For instance, Migeotte 1992, no. 75: --- ¬na dÍ kaÏ tân ãpaggeilamwn[vn filaga]ù›a
faner@ p»s[in É]pˇrx>, $nagrafánai tfide tÌ [c‹fism]a ÉpÌ tân ãnestØtvn tamiân kaÏ t@
çnfimata tân ãphggelmwnvn kaùfiti ©n ãpagge›lvntai ãpÏ toÜ to›xoy toÜ liù›noy … («… in
order that the benevolence of those who have promised may also be clear to all, this decree shall
be inscribed by the treasurers in charge, as well as the names of those who have promised accord-
ing to whatever they have promised, on the stone wall …»). See also Migeotte 1992, nos. 22,
23, 34, 41, 50, 69, 80, 81, 83 and 84. The inscriptions that consist of a list of potential donors
without any prescript phrased in clear honorific language are considered also rewards by Mi-
geotte 1992, 286 and 326, nos. 37, 38, 43, 45, 52, 67, 73, 78, 79.

8 Migeotte 1992, 326 (my translation; original text in French).
9 See footnotes 6 and 7.
10 Migeotte 1992, 209, 326, 399 (quoting Robert 1929, 122–123, n. 4, originally in

French); Künzi 1923, 59; Laum 1914, vol. I, 119–120. See also Schuler 2003, 172.
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ented by the polis as considerably more important than what they really were per-
ceived to be. The aim of the award of honours for such virtual benefactions was to
encourage future ‹real› benefactions. In these cases, the honours awarded, which
were actually gifts, certainly served as formal recognition of the virtual benefac-
tions. But in fact, if we consider the intention of the honours – i.e. to generate bene-
factions – they can be seen to have served also as recompense ‹in advance›. Although
this may seem a contradiction in terms, it does seem to correspond to the way these
honours were perceived by the Greeks themselves. As we shall see, due to the reci-
procity mechanisms of euergetism, which led to expectations that the honours
would lead to benefactions, they were to a great extent truly experienced as recom-
pense for benefactions yet to come. I propose to call these ‹proleptic honours›,
where ‹prolepsis› implies ‹the assumption that a future event or condition has been
realized›.

Depending on the degree to which the virtual benefaction was fictitious and – in
cases where it had a real component worthy of reward – on its importance in compari-
son to the future benefaction which was sought, proleptic honours were anticipatory
to varying degrees, that is to say, they functioned to a greater or lesser extent as re-
wards for a future benefaction. For example, honours awarded for mere goodwill were
more proleptic than honours awarded for promises, while honours for promises sol-
emnly made in the assembly were less proleptic than honours for informal promises.
I will call honours ‹proleptic› as long as the anticipatory dimension predominates over
the function of rewarding the initial benefaction, keeping in mind that within this cat-
egory there is a range which goes from ‹pure› proleptic honours (those awarded for
fictive benefactions) to honours where the proleptic aspect predominates only very
slightly. Honours which had the primary function of rewarding an earlier benefaction,
even if they were of much greater value than the benefaction, fall outside the category
of proleptic honours.

Besides the question of definitions there is another aspect that ought to be ad-
dressed from the outset so as to clearly identify our object of study. This is the mech-
anisms by which proleptic honours sought to prompt benefactions. Here one must
distinguish between the main principle on which all proleptic honours were based –
the principle that honours functioning as gifts demanded reciprocation – and the sub-
ordinated mechanisms that depended on the type of proleptic honour being granted.
For instance, in the context of public subscriptions, by inscribing the names of poten-
tial donors, a particular polis may, besides indebting individuals with rewards in ad-
vance, also have sought to publicize a ‹contract› to be used against those who might
fail to fulfil their promise.

Furthermore, proleptic honours awarded to citizens appealed to the citizen’s moral
duty to assist the polis in time of need. When the citizen was a very wealthy person,
proleptic honours reminded him of the rule that rich citizens had a greater responsi-
bility in this respect. Foreigners, for their part, were reminded by proleptic honours
that one of the signs of friendship was the exchange of favours, and kings who based
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part of their legitimacy on presenting themselves as benefactors were reminded that
they had to behave as such.

All these particular aspects that contributed to the efficiency of proleptic honours
must be taken into consideration, as well as the possibility that there were situations in
which one of those aspects was more influential than the capacity of the honour itself
to indebt its recipient. The focus of the paper, however, will be on the reciprocity prin-
ciple on which proleptic honours relied. This principle is what proleptic honours of all
kinds had in common and it is this principle that helps explain the relationship be-
tween euergetism and gift-exchange.

In what follows I shall offer evidence indicating that, contrary to what some
scholars have suggested, Greek poleis sometimes granted the honour of having their
names inscribed on a stele to people who had merely promised contributions, i.e. be-
fore the contribution had actually been made. I shall then attempt to demonstrate
that this practice, when considered as an instance of proleptic honour, is less contra-
dictory than may seem at first glance. To do this, I shall analyse the rules of reciproc-
ity on which the granting of this type of honour was founded. I shall also present sev-
eral examples indicating the variety of honours that can be included in the category
of proleptic honours. Finally, I shall explain aspects of Greek euergetism that facili-
tated the emergence and diffusion of proleptic honours: the vocabulary of euerget-
ism, the origins of euergetism, chains of benefactions and honours, and the existence
of two different levels of exchange in Greek euergetism – institutional and non-insti-
tutional.

Many of the cases under discussion will refer to honourees such as prfijenoi, royal
officers and – above all – Hellenistic kings, whose benefactions, means for performing
them and motivations were normally different from those of the participants in public
subscriptions. In all these cases, however, the exchange of benefactions and honours
follows the same basic rules governing civic euergetism.11 Discussion of these in-
stances will shed light on what may be less evident for public subscriptions and show,
at the same time, the wide spectrum of honours in which the proleptic intention was
present, as well as how old the practice of awarding them was.

The paradox of public subscriptions

Let us begin, then, by re-examining the problem of honours in public subscriptions.
As a starting point, it is worth considering an inscription from the polis of Crannon in
Thessaly. Between the years 168 and 142 BC Crannon sought to eliminate its debts by
raising a public subscription, and passed a decree in which it resolved:

11 On the similarities and differences between the euergetism of foreigners and the euerget-
ism of citizens see Domingo Gygax 2006c.
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ãpaggwllasùai | t» pfili tÌ« deymwno« par’ ãkkleiss›ai | õkaston kattfi ke
belle›tei doyrr@n t» | !ta" pfili ãn t@ diesafeimwna dˇneia· | t@m m@ ãpaggell›an
poie›sassùa[i] | ãn t» Kratera›oi stratag›a kaÏ tÌ« ã|paggellamwno« ãpaineÖsai
t@n pfi|lin oœste fanerÌn eÚ pˇntessi ƒti 4 | pfili« mnamone÷ei toÜn Yayt@n
e\er|geteisˇntoyn· tÌ« m@ tam›a« frfinti|sai oœste p@r toÜn ãpaggellamwnoyn |
geneiùeÖ t» pfili 4 dfisi« toÜn xreimˇ|toyn katt@« ãpaggel›a«.12

This text presents us with a case of honours bestowed in return for the promise of
future contributions: the citizens are rewarded with public praise and treated as
e\ergwtai in the assembly where they make their promises, before the treasurers set
about securing the payment. Evidently this reward is not of the same rank as a stele,
but it is symptomatic of a certain attitude of the Greek poleis towards those who
promised contributions: they were prepared to respond to these promises with hon-
ours.

The same attitude is reflected in an inscription from Cos.13 Between 205 and 201
this polis asked its inhabitants to make donations for «the defence of the polis». The
volunteers had to declare their intention to make a donation in the assembly, and the
demos then had to vote in each case for its acceptance. It was decided that the names of
«those whose donations had been accepted» would be inscribed on three stelae. This
formulation does not contain the word ãpaggwllv and so avoids the ambiguity at-
tributed by some scholars to phrases which refer to the merits of the subscribers
through this term or its cognates. It clearly refers to people who have only promised.
Moreover, the list includes a few individuals who promised to contribute in kind
by means of products that were offered for sale. The value of their contributions
corresponds probably to the assembly’s estimate before the products were sold since
the quantities are given in round numbers.14 This detail lends further support to
the impression that we are dealing with a list of promises and not with the list of

12 Migeotte 1992, no. 34, lines 20–32: «that those who wish should promise to the polis in
the assembly the sum each wishes to contribute as a gift for the aforementioned debts; that the
promise should be made while Crateraeus holds the office of general, and that the polis should
praise those who made such a promise so that it should be manifest to all that the polis remembers its
benefactors; that the treasurers should take care that those who have promised should give the money
to the polis as promised» (tr. by Austin 2006, no. 121).

13 Migeotte 1992, no. 50, lines 7–37: … dedfixùai· ã|[p]aggwllesùai tÌ« dhlo|mwno« tân
te polit»n kaÏ | polit›dvn kaÏ nfiùvn kaÏ pa|[r]o›kvn kaÏ jwnvn· tân dÍ ãpag|geilamwnvn
t@ çnfimata | $nagoreysˇntv para|xráma ãn t»i ãkklhs›ai· Ç d[Í] | d»mo« diaxeirotone›tv |
t@n $j›an t»« dvre»« | [k]a›, eú ka dokái, lamban[w]|[t]v· ƒpv« dÍ Épfimna[ma] | [Ép]ˇrx> tân
ã« t@n sv[th]|[r›]an t@n t»« patr›do« [kaÏ] | tân symmˇxvn synepi[dfin]|tvn Yayto÷«, toÏ
pvlhtaÏ | ãgdfintv stˇla« ãrgˇjas|ùai treÖ« kaÏ $naùw[ntv m]›|am mÍn ãn tâi ùeˇtrv[i, t@n d]Í
| ¡llan ãn tâi [s[kla]pi|e›vi, t@n dÍ tr›tan ãn t»i $go|r»i par@ tÌn bvmÌn tÌn toÜ | Dion÷soy·
tân dÍ xeiroto|nhùwntvn t@ çnfimata $n[a]|gracˇntv [ã«] t@« stˇla«· | kataxrhm[ati]sˇntv
dÍ ka[Ï] | eú k[ˇ] tinvn $poxeirotonh|ùái 4 ãpaggel›a· aå dw kˇ ti|ne« Ésterânti t»« ãpag-
gel|[›]a«, ãjámen a\toÖ« kaÏ ãn t»i ãxomwnai ãk|klhs›ai ãpaggwllesùai·

14 Migeotte 1992, 157.
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the final contributions, where one would expect to see the value of the completed
sales.15

What makes this inscription particularly interesting, however, is its statement that
the polis decided that those whose promises of gifts had been rejected would be «reg-
istered» (kataxrhmat›zv).16 This measure cannot be interpreted as a form of punish-
ment,17 since it hardly makes sense to punish people for having promised something
that the demos simply declined to accept.18 It should rather be understood, as Mi-
geotte himself observes together with Ivana Savalli, as a reward for the promise,
an honorific measure that involved registering the names in the archives or maybe
even of exhibiting a temporary public list.19 Apparently the polis did not want to leave
without rewards those volunteers whose contributions were rejected in a system pre-
sumably conceived to maximize gains in the public subscription.20

If, in a public subscription, people who had promised contributions that had been
rejected could be the object of such a distinction, it seems likely that some poleis
would inscribe on stelae the names of individuals who had made promises that were
most probably going to be fulfilled. Evidence indicating that this was indeed the case is
found in the following inscription of Colophon of 311–306 BC:

¬na dÍ kaÏ oÅ polÖtai xr‹mata | eåsˇrvsin Ñ« pleÖsta eå« t@ te›xh, dedfixùai tâi
d‹mvi· Épodwxesùai tâm p[o]|litân tÌm boylfimenon ƒson ©n õkasto« ùwlhi kaÏ dÎ
toÖ« dÍ $pod‹mo[i]« eÚnai | tÎn Épfidejin ƒtan ùwlvsi· perÏ dÍ tân Épodejamwnvn
boyleÜsai tÌn dámon toÜ | Lhnaiâno« mhnÌ« ãn tái kyr›ai ãkklhs›ai ƒpo«
timhù‹setai õkasto« tân Épo|dejamwnvn $j›v« tá« proùym›a« kaùfiti ©n tâi
d‹mvi dokái· $nagrˇcai dÍ toŒ« | Épodejamwnoy« pˇnta« kaÏ ƒson õkasto«
Épodwjhtai eå« st‹lhn liù›nhn kaÏ | [st]ásai eå« tÌ ÅerÌn tá« MhtrÌ« ãnùˇde· toÜ
dÍ 4rgyr›oy ƒson ©n Épodwjvntai | [did]finai a\toŒ«, ƒtan t@ örga praùái tân tei-
xân, tÌ tr›tom mwro« õkaston oí ©n | [Épod]wjhtai.21

15 Otherwise we would have to assume that the polis did not care about the accuracy of the
sums or that, by the time it inscribed the names of the contributors that had paid, it had still not
sold the products.

16 On the meaning of this word, see Savalli 1985, 402; Migeotte 1992, 152–154.
17 This is the interpretation of Sherwin-White 1978, 179–180, based on Is. 5. 36–38.
18 The Isaeus passage (Is. 5. 36–38) cited by Sherwin-White 1978, 179–180, in support of

the view that this is conceivable refers to a very different situation: the display of a public list of
names in Athens to punish people who had not fulfilled promises in a public subscription.

19 See Savalli 1985, 402; Migeotte 1992, 152–154.
20 The polis may have expected that some people, for fear of their gifts being rejected, decided

to donate more than what they would have otherwise donated, and that the increased amount
collected by means of this procedure would more than compensate for the rejected contribu-
tions.

21 Maier 1959–1961, no. 69 (Migeotte 1992, no. 69), lines 28–37: «In order that the
citizens provide the most possible funds for the walls, the people have decided: that any of the
citizens who is willing promise the sum each one wishes to give and that the promise be open to
those who are currently absent; as regards those who have promised to make a donation, the
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This text leaves little doubt that Colophon decided to honour with a stele those who
had promised money before they had made the first payment of a sum scheduled to be
paid in instalments.22 In the light of this evidence, there are other inscriptions which
seem to refer to the same practice. For instance, in a list of subscribers from Smyrna
containing the names of people who had promised to contribute to the construction
or reconstruction of public buildings, mention is made of a subscriber who is said to
have already made the contribution,23 while the other subscribers are described only
as having promised it. This distinction seems to make sense only if at the time of in-
scribing the names the persons who are mentioned as having promised to contribute
had not yet in fact fulfilled the promise, but were simply expected to do so.24

Equally revealing are some honorific inscriptions declaring that the subscribers «have
promised and given» (d›dvmi),25 «have promised and contributed» (syneisfwrv),26 or
«have fulfilled the commitment in line with their promise» (synetwlesan t@n ãpag-
gel›an kaù# „ ãpagge›lanto).27 One might wonder why there is this insistence on
the fact that they had not only promised but also paid. In my opinion it is probable
that in these cases the poleis concerned believed that it was expedient to add this
information. They may have thought that if they were only to write that the citizens
«had promised» it might be taken to imply that the achievement of the contributors
consisted solely of making the promise, since it was equally proper to set up stelae
inscribed with the names of those who had simply promised to make contributions.28

We know also that in the second or first century BC the Lycian polis of Hippucome
decided to set up a stele with the names of the people who had promised to pay for the
construction of a public bath with the intention of encouraging other individuals to
contribute to the project. Did the polis wait until all the subscribers (about 80 people)
had fulfilled their promise before erecting the stele? It seems more likely that it took
the initiative based on the promises, since the stele itself – not the decision to erect it –

people shall deliberate in the month of Lenaion, in the main assembly, the best way to honour
every individual who has made such a promise, in a manner worthy of their zeal, in the way the
people decide; to inscribe on a stone stele the names of all who have promised and the quantities
promised by each individual and to erect the stele in the sanctuary of Meter here; of the money
promised, each donator shall pay, at the time the works on the walls are assigned, one third of the
total sum promised.»

22 The way in which Maier 1959–1961, 230, reconstructs the process supports this interpre-
tation.

23 I.Smyrna 697 (Migeotte 1992, no. 67), lines 43–45: kateskeyˇsùe dÍ kaÏ Ł Łliokˇmeino«
ãn tˆ gymnas›8.

24 Migeotte 1992, 209, attempts to explain the distinction by means of the following as-
sumption: the person who is said to have contributed had done so before the commencement of
the public subscription and perhaps had even been the initiator of the subscription.

25 Migeotte 1992, nos. 25, 58, 60, 76.
26 Migeotte 1992, no. 66.
27 Migeotte 1992, no. 40.
28 Migeotte 1992, no. 69.
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was expected to attract new contributors. Furthermore, in addition to the list of
people who had made promises the inscription offers another list of around 65 names
written in a different letter style and in irregular lines, which was clearly added once
the stele was erected (but not much later, since many letters are similar). This list may
contain the names of individuals who contributed during the process of collecting the
money originally promised and also the names of people who contributed thereafter,
in both cases following the erection of the monument.29

Beyond the paradox: the logic of euergetism

If the Greek polis did indeed erect stelae to people who had only made promises, how
are we to explain the existence in the Greek world of such a singular practice? As Mi-
geotte has pointed out, the polis ran the risk that some of these individuals would
not ultimately fulfil their promises. And those individuals who had fulfilled their
promises would surely not wish to see their names on the stele alongside those of the
defaulters. What is more, the granting of a stele simply for promises made seems to be
a disproportionately high reward on the part of the demos.

The answer to this question is, in principle, simple: it was in the polis’ interests to
grant honours that, to us, may seem excessive, and at the same time to risk the possi-
bility that at the end of the subscription process the stelae might include the names of
people who had not in fact contributed, because, at the end of the day, this practice
helped to achieve the main objective of holding a public subscription, i.e. to encour-
age subscribers to both to make a commitment and to honour that commitment. This
was very important if we consider that the people who had promised money – includ-
ing wealthy landowners – did not always have enough cash available and a relatively
long period of time could pass between the promise and its fulfilment (we have seen
this in the inscription from Colophon, where the contributions were paid in several
instalments).

The first aspect we should consider is the ‹contractual› value of the list of sub-
scribers. The list was a public document of promises made and in that sense a record
of contractual obligations that opened the possibility of pursuing individuals for un-
fulfilled promises. A passage of Demosthenes suggests that in fourth-century Athens
the failure to fulfil promises made in the assembly was an offence that could be pun-
ished with death.30 And Isaeus says about a certain Dicaeogenes that since he did not

29 Migeotte 1992, no. 80. Cf. Tietz 2003, 250–256. Cf. Migeotte 1992, no. 75, an inscrip-
tion from Olymus which records a subscription that took place in at least three stages. Olymus
did not wait until the end of the procedure to inscribe the names of the subscribers but inscribed
them already after each stage.

30 Dem. 20. 100: «You know there is a law making death the penalty for anyone who breaks his
promise to the assembly or one of the councils or law-courts. You have our guarantee, our prom-
ise. Let the archons record it, and let the matter rest in their hands» (tr. by Vince). Cf. Aristot.
Athen. Pol. 43. 5.
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pay what he had promised his name was displayed in a list of defaulters in front of the
statues of the Eponymous Heroes under the heading: «These are they who voluntarily
promised the people that they would contribute money for the salvation of the polis
and failed to pay the amounts promised.»31 In Migeotte’s corpus of inscriptions
itself we find an example of a provision against possible defaulters accompanying a list
of people who had promised to serve for free as Åeroù÷tai in Lindos. The inscription
states that the defaulters will be prosecuted for impiety.32 But beyond measures like
these, in a world dominated to a great extent by a shame culture, the publication of
the promises must already have been a very efficient device to dissuade people from
breaking them.33

Interesting as this may be for our understanding of public subscriptions, what really
matters for our inquiry is that the inscribed lists of names were not only records of
promises. This is at least the case in ten inscriptions of Migeotte’s corpus, where the
texts clearly indicate that the publication of the names represented an honorific
measure. In most of these inscriptions the prospective donors are called e\ergwtai or
depicted as benefactors – with expressions such as «those who have shown their zeal
(filotim›a) towards the people». Sometimes the publication of the names goes hand
in hand with rewards such as public praise, crowns and honours «worthy of their
zeal», and in one case – that of Hippucome – it was intended to serve as a gesture to
stimulate others to emulate the example of those who had already promised.34 An in-
scription from Termessus reads: «The people have honoured through this inscription
those who have promised.»35

The inscription with the names of the subscribers, then, was indeed, as Migeotte
has observed, a «commemorative monument» which «intended to render homage to
the benefactors of the city».36 In fact, this may also have been the case with the inscrip-
tions that do not present the publication of the names as constituting a reward.37 Ac-
cording to Migeotte, the main reward was to have the name inscribed on a durable
monument, while the text of the decree ordering the inscription had less honorific sig-

31 Is. 5. 36–38 (tr. by Forster). Cf. Wyse 1904, 463 and Migeotte 1992, 13 on this passage
and other possible cases of publications of names of defaulters.

32 Migeotte 1992, no. 41.
33 Hands 1968, 40 adds further arguments: «In the Greek world, of course, the motive

for publishing the subscription-lists was, as much as anything, to indicate those who had
not contributed and remind them of their shocking omission, according to the standard of
homonoia.»

34 Migeotte 1992, nos. 22, 23, 34, 41, 69, 75, 80, 81, 83 and 84.
35 Migeotte 1992, 84: Ç dámo« toŒ« Épesxhmwnoy« ãpÏ tá« Periklwoy« #Obrimfitoy

Êrma›oy Padamo÷rio«, filopˇtrido«, yÅoÜ pfilev«, pr(oboyl›a«) eå« tÎn kataskeyÎn tá« ba-
siliká« ÇdoÜ ãte›mhsen kaÏ tÕ ãpigrafÕ.

36 Migeotte 1992, 286 and 326. See also Hands 1968, 40: «The wealthy of the Greek city-
state (…) gave ‹gifts›, which, however near-obligatory in character, had their reward in the pub-
licity of the subscription-list, quite apart from any other public honours.»

37 Migeotte 1992, nos. 37, 38, 43, 45, 52, 67, 73, 78, 79.
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nificance and was probably displayed on a wooden panel.38 This hypothesis is con-
firmed by the fact that some of the inscriptions reproducing names of subscribers who
had not only promised but also paid, do not portray the publication of the names as a
reward either, although there is no doubt that they had an honorific character.

No matter how threatening the measures against defaulters were (measures for
which we admittedly have little evidence) and no matter how binding public promises
could be in a shame culture, promises were not equivalent to contributions, as proven
by fact that there were individuals who did not keep their promises. So, the scholars
who consider promises not worthy of honorific stelae seem to be right. They were
awarded, however, because the honours themselves (and not only the record of the
commitment) helped bring about the realisation of the promises. In order to explain
how this mechanism worked, it will be necessary to devote some space to analysing the
key principles of euergetism, of which public subscriptions comprise just one particu-
lar manifestation.

In the Greek world, euergetism implied essentially a relationship of reciprocity be-
tween a benefactor (e\ergwth«) and the receiver of his/her benefaction (usually a
polis). Although scholars have highlighted the actions of the benefactors (donations
of money for public works, distribution of food, financing of embassies and so on)
and often use the word euergetism as a synonym for patronage or munificence,39 it is
clear that euergetism was a complex phenomenon and that an integral part of it was
the response of the polis in the form of honours (statues, crowns, stelae and so on).40

In reality, euergetism was more of an institution than a phenomenon: an institution
that involved the twin function of rendering services to the community and raising
them to the status of e\erges›ai.

This characteristic of euergetism has its roots in a very old feature of Greek culture:
the principle that gifts entailed the obligation of counter-gifts. This principle is not re-
stricted to ancient Greek culture. We find it in other pre-modern societies, as shown
by Marcel Mauss in his famous Essai sur le don (1923–1924),41 a piece of work that
has strongly influenced the understanding of Greek gift-exchange of classical scholars
such as Moses Finley, Louis Gernet and Sally Humphreys.42 Although the ob-
ligation to reciprocate gifts may be less universal than Mauss imagined (particularly

38 Migeotte 1992, 286.
39 See the examples in Domingo Gygax 2003, 181–182.
40 In the archaic polis, aristocrats customarily performed acts of benefaction for their local

communities very much equivalent to the institutionalized Hellenistic practice of later centuries,
but their contributions are not normally considered examples of euergetism due to the fact that
they are not granted formal public honours in return (cf. Ehrenberg 1957–58, vol. 1, 64; Fin-
ley 1973, 151; Kolb 1984, 122; Meier 1986, 25–37; Stahl 1987, 129). The same can be said
about the liturgies performed in highly generous fashion in the fifth century by members of the
Athenian elite such as Cimon, Nicias and Alcibiades.

41 Mauss 1923–1924.
42 Finley 1978 [1954]; Gernet 1968; Humphreys 1978.
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in the case of contemporary societies)43 and his theory (partially criticized and en-
riched in some aspects by other anthropologists)44 needs to be contrasted with more
recent contributions to the topic by sociologists and philosophers,45 Mauss’ approach
to gift-giving remains fundamental for our comprehension of gifts in ancient Greek
society.46

On the one hand, gifts provoked in the recipients a feeling of indebtedness and de-
pendence, which they could only countervail through counter-gifts. On the other,
gifts generated in the donors the expectation of reciprocation, and thus placed press-
ure on the recipients not to disappoint the donors.

In contrast with a commercial transaction, this type of exchange did not involve a
deadline for reciprocation: individuals could, of course, respond immediately,47 but
often the response might only be forthcoming after a much longer interval. While in
our society the time which separates a gift from a counter-gift helps to maintain the
notion of gratuity attached to the gift,48 in ancient Greek society, where this notion
was not prevalent, it served to present gift-giving as an act of generosity despite the
hope for a counter-gift. It allowed the possibility, indeed, that an unforeseen circum-
stance (such as the death of the recipient) during the intervening period could pre-
clude the giver from being reciprocated.49 Such a fortuitous event could be accommo-
dated by the rules of gift-exchange, but not the deliberate failure to reciprocate. In
other words, the eventuality that a gift might, by chance, not be reciprocated did not
contradict the principle that gifts by necessity implied counter-gifts, which is nicely il-
lustrated by Pseudo-Aristotle: «Men always give presents in the hope of receiving
some benefit or as a recompense for former benefactions.»50

Just as gifts induced individuals to give in return, benefactions to communities
compelled them to compensate their benefactors. Demosthenes insists on the import-
ance of Athens showing that it is customary to reward its benefactors, an idea that we
find recurring in numerous Hellenistic inscriptions.51 Thus, the Greek polis usually
justifies the granting of honours in its decrees with statements such as: «so that it may

43 Cf. Osteen 2002.
44 Lévi-Strauss 1969 [1949]; Sahlins 1972; Godelier 1999 [1996].
45 Bourdieu 1972; Derrida 1992 [1991]; Derrida 1995 [1992].
46 On Mauss see Godelier 1999; on the importance of reciprocity in Greek society Gill –

Postlethwaite – Seaford 1998; on Greek gift-exchange von Reden 1995; on the basic
rules of Greek gift-exchange Domingo Gygax 2007.

47 As Homeric heroes sometimes do (Hom. Il. 6. 219–220; 6. 234–236; 7. 287–305; Od. 21.
31–35).

48 Bourdieu 1972, 221–227.
49 See, for instance, Od. 24. 283–286 and Hdt. 1. 70.
50 Ps.-Aristot. Rh. Al. 1446 b (tr. Rackham). This principle can be clearly seen in the

Homeric poems (Finley 1978, 61–62, 64–66, 96–98, 120–123, 137; Austin – Vidal-Naquet
1972, 56–57; Donlan 1981–1982, 137–175; von Reden 1995; Wagner-Hasel 2000). We find
it alive and well in later sources, such as Hes. Op. 354; Epich. in Diels 1934, vol. 1, Fr. 30, 203.

51 Dem. 20. 64.
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be manifest to all that the people knows how to return ($pod›dvmi) adequate thanks
(xˇrite«) to benefactors for the services they have performed».52

In giving such a gift, the person who made a benefaction to the polis expected
something in return. In each of these examples, the polis makes a point of stating that
it knows how to reward its benefactors not only so as to demonstrate that it has fulfil-
led its obligation, but also to send a clear message to potential future benefactors: if
they perform benefactions, their expectation of being rewarded will not be frustrated.
Some inscriptions do not hesitate to point out that the guarantee of being rewarded is
precisely what draws benefactors: between 230 and 220 Histiaea awarded honours to a
Rhodian «so that all may know that the people of Histiaea knows how to honour its
benefactors and more people may compete to provide benefits to the polis when they see
worthy men being honoured».53 The benefactor’s awareness of his right to reciprocation
could even lead him to ask for a reward. In Athens, at least from the fourth century
onwards, citizens could ask the council and the assembly for honours, a procedure
that also existed in other poleis in the Hellenistic age.54 In the Athenian decree pro-
mulgated in honour of Phaedrus of Sphettus (mid third century), for example, we find
a reference to the «honours that Phaedrus has requested (aåtwv) to be awarded».55

The granting of honours by the polis was more than a simple gesture to express
gratitude for the benefaction(s) received. Its purpose, as a counter-gift, was to re-es-
tablish the balance in its relationship with the benefactor, and cancel the debt gener-
ated by the benefaction. This is the reason why poleis emphasize that they are award-
ing adequate (¡jiai) honours (tima›) or thanks (xˇrite«), or that they have honoured a
worthy (¡jio«) man: in other words, they have awarded honours that measure up to
the level of the benefactions or the benefactor is deemed to be worthy of the level of
the honours.56 They also express their intention «not to fall short (le›pv) in returning
gratitude».57 It is probable that in some cases these declarations were purely rhetorical
in nature and that in practice the polis did not achieve its objective. But in other cases –
even where we do not find statements of this kind – they surely succeeded: privileges
such as citizenship, the right to hold land (ögkthsi«) and freedom of entry into and
exit from the harbour, could be a great benefit to foreigners who resided in the polis or

52 Syll.3 374 (Austin 2006, no. 54). Other examples: OGIS 267 II; Wörrle 1975, 59–60;
Syll.3 317, 354, 493; Herrmann 1965a, 33–36 (Ma 2000, no. 17); Welles 1934, no. 45; SEG II
663; Herrmann 1965b, 73–74 (Bringmann – von Steuben 1995, no. 284 [E 1]); OGIS 339;
Robert 1983, 126; Shear 1978, 2–4; IG XII 5. 129; OGIS 10 (I.Ephesos 5. 1453); Syll.3 401.

53 Histiaea: Syll.3 493 (Austin 2006, no. 134); Other similar cases: Welles 1934, no. 45;
OGIS 213 and 339; Shear 1978, 2–4.

54 Gauthier 1985, 83–88, 112–120, 127–128.
55 IG II2 682 (Syll.3 409). Also see Aesch. 3. 236.
56 Some examples: SEG II 663; Syll.3 374; OGIS 763 (Welles 1934, 52); IG XII 5. 129; Herr-

mann 1965a, 33–36 (Ma 2000, no. 17); Syll.3 493. See also Herrmann 1965b, 73–74 (Bring-
mann – von Steuben 1995, no. 284 [E 1]).

57 OGIS 339 (Sestus). Cf. I·plikçioğlu 2008, 117–118.
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had commercial relations with it. Honours such as stelae, proedr›a and statues, be-
sides satisfying the filotim›a of the recipient, represented a symbolic capital that
could often be transformed into political and economic capital.58

The correlation between gift-exchange and euergetism is not only apparent in the
basic mechanisms of both institutions, but also in terms of vocabulary. Literary texts
and, less frequently, inscriptions designate honours and benefactions as «gifts»
(dvrea›). What Phaedrus requested, and what in modern translations of the inscrip-
tion is rendered «honours» or «rewards», is expressed in the Greek text by the word
dvreˇ.59 I shall comment on this point in more detail below when explaining the con-
ditions that led to the appearance of proleptic honours.

Playing with the rules: proleptic honours

In theory, benefactions were gifts, and honours counter-gifts, but the reciprocity of
euergetism cannot be reduced to such easy distinctions. Other more complex variants
need to be taken into account.

In the time of Ptolemy II, Xanthus granted honours to the chief of the garrison «so
that all [could] see that the polis of the Xanthians [was] able to remember those who
[had] done good to the polis (…) and to respond with much bigger favours to its bene-
factors». A decree from Teus justifies in similar terms the granting of honours to Anti-
ochus III: «so that we may be seen in every [circumstance] to be returning adequate
thanks to the king and to the queen and to be surpassing (Épert›ùhmi) ourselves in the
honours paid to them in proportion to the benefactions received».60 These statements are
more than just a reflection of the agonistic spirit of the Greek polis – more, that is,
than just an indication that in certain cases the polis tried to surpass (or liked to be-
lieve it had surpassed) the benefactors in the competition of generosity. They suggest
that the polis was sometimes not satisfied with simply re-establishing equilibrium in
its relationship with the benefactor, and took pains to swing the balance in its own fa-
vour by awarding ‹excessive› honours, which might, in time, lead to a response in the
form of new benefactions.

Of course, as we have already seen in the case of expressions of the type ‹worthy
honours›, statements such as those from Xanthus and Teus, which I have just cited,

58 On the correlation between the magnitude of the benefaction and the size of the reward see
Habicht 1970, 206–213.

59 IG II2 682 (Syll.3 409). Bertrand 1992, 181 («honneurs»). Gauthier 1985, 78 («récom-
pense»). Other examples of dvrea› for honours: Lys. 21. 11; Lys. frag. 1 (Against Hippotherses),
171–175 (Gernet – Bizos); Aesch. 3. 236; Diod. 11. 27. 3 and 20. 100. 1; Plut. Mor. 850–851; IG
II2 212 (Syll.3 206). Examples of dvrea› for benefactions: Isocr. 18. 66; Dem. 20. 35; IG II2 212
(Syll.3 206); OGIS 748. Inscriptions refer less frequently to benefactions and rewards as dvrea›
because they tend to mention the particular accomplishments and honours explicitly and not in
generic terms.

60 Xanthus: Robert 1983, 126. Teus: Herrmann 1965a, 33–36 (Ma 2000, no. 17).
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were sometimes a matter of pure rhetoric, but nonetheless a rhetoric born of reality:
the polis really did seek to obtain benefactions through the process of granting ‹ex-
cessive› honours, and frequently it succeeded in attaining its objective. Various in-
scriptions and some literary sources provide evidence of this. For example, in the year
160/159 Delphi, taking advantage of its pan-Hellenic prestige allowed itself to ask Eu-
menes II, a patron of Greek culture, to put up cash for the wheat fund and the decora-
tion of a sanctuary.61 Eumenes promised to fulfil all that had been requested, but made
only a donation for the wheat fund (and no more). Delphi responded by granting him
honours and sending a new embassy to ask him to fulfil the rest of the promise. Sub-
sequently, Eumenes granted the remaining sum and supplied the cash to create a
foundation to finance the festival that Delphi had instituted in his honour. Last, Del-
phi responded to all this with further honours.

How should we interpret this ‹dialogue›, or better still, ‹negotiation›? Eumenes II
did not fulfil his promise merely because Delphi had shown that it was prepared to
fulfil its obligation of rewarding a benefactor. Nor did he do it simply out of a desire to
amass honours. Although he may have had his own pressing political reasons (both
external and internal) for not wanting to disappoint Delphi, to a large extent he acted
as he did because Delphi had voted to award him great honours – honours that
amounted to gifts as well as counter-gifts and obliged him to reciprocate. He could not
be forced to make a gift, of course, but it was the right thing to do if he did not want to
break the rules of gift-exchange. A similar sequence of actions was performed by Eu-
menes with respect to Miletus. Through the Milesian Eirenas, who was on particularly
good terms with the court of Eumenes II, Miletus succeeded in securing the king’s
promise to finance the construction of a new gymnasium. Miletus responded to the
royal pledge by introducing a cult and a festivity in his honour and sent Eirenas to the
court with the honorific decree. Eumenes II then promised to increase his assistance
and thus assume the costs of the received honours. It is evident that these honours,
which are qualified as ‹appropriate honours›, were ‹appropriate› only if we consider
the benefaction that was yet to come. Their function was double: rewarding the good-
will of the king, but, above all, ensuring that the benefaction would materialize.62

But the poleis did not stop at this. They also used the granting of honours to obtain
benefactions in situations in which, unlike in the former cases, they did not respond to
previous benefactions and their intentions were less veiled. In these cases, the granting
of honours was the first step and the honours pure gifts or, viewing them from a for-

61 Bringmann – von Steuben 1995, no. 93 [E 1] and Syll.3 671 B (Bringmann – von
Steuben 1995, no. 93 [E 2]).

62 Herrmann 1965b, 73–74 (Bringmann – von Steuben 1995, no. 284 [E 1]). As to the
question of whether Eumenes received cultic honours before or after fulfilling his promise, the
text may seem rather ambiguous, but another inscription, Bringmann – von Steuben 1995,
no. 284 [E 2], makes it clear that it was before. On the details of these honours see Bringmann –
von Steuben 1995, no. 286 [E]. On these documents, see in general: Bringmann 2000, 161.
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mal perspective, ‹counter-gifts in advance›, in other words, pure proleptic honours.
For instance: between 278 and 246 Erythrae elected to bestow honours on King Anti-
ochus (Antiochus I or II), to which he replied with a letter that was later inscribed in
Erythrae. Unfortunately the decree is badly preserved, but from the letter we can re-
construct what took place between Erythrae and Antiochus: Erythrae took the initi-
ative to bestow honours on Antiochus and sent him an embassy with the honorific de-
cree, a crown, gold, and the request to keep the polis autonomous and exempt from
tribute. The king conferred these privileges and announced his willingness to grant
more benefits in the future. To conclude, here we are dealing with a paradigmatic case
of honours in advance and benefaction in response (or benefaction ad hoc).63

There are more examples of this type of interaction between poleis and Hellenistic
kings. For instance, the League of the Ionians established a festival in honour of Anti-
ochus I and sent him an embassy with the decree and the request to guarantee the
freedom and democracy of the poleis of the League. Likewise, Xanthus honoured Pto-
lemy III and his wife Berenice with crowns, statues and sacrifices in Alexandria. Judg-
ing by the king’s reaction we know that these honours went hand in hand with peti-
tions. Moreover, Miletus sent an embassy to Seleucus II with a crown. Although the
answer of Seleucus II does not mention it, the polis must have accompanied the hon-
ours with a petition that, as is indicated by the fact that the king’s letter was inscribed,
was fulfilled.64

In actions such as these, when a polis addressed a king through its envoys (as well as
in the case of honorary decrees written to be read to them), it usually referred in a gen-
eral way to the fact that the king (sometimes also his predecessors) had acted as a
benefactor. In the letter to Xanthus the king acknowledges this convention: «We con-
gratulate you for never failing to maintain the same feelings and for acknowledging
the benefactions that you have received from me, my father and my grandfather.»65 It
was a pretext for maintaining the fiction that the honours were rewards for benefac-
tions. This did not present particular difficulties when the polis bestowed honours on
a king or royal dynasty to whom it had been subject for a long time and whom it had
rewarded for benefactions in the past.66 But why was it necessary? Aside from the fact
that this was an uncomplicated way to justify the decision to honour the king, we
should consider that in an exchange of gifts the party which does not initiate the ex-
change occupies a subordinate position,67 and a polis seeking favours from a king
would not wish to put him openly in such an uncomfortable situation. The king, not

63 Decree: I.Erythrai 30; letter: OGIS 223 (Welles 1934, no. 15).
64 League of the Ionians: OGIS 222 (I.Erythrai 504); Xanthus: Bousquet 1986, 22–24; Mile-

tus: OGIS 227 (Welles 1934, no. 22).
65 Bousquet 1986, 22–24.
66 See Schubart 1937, 21 and Ma 2000, 190.
67 Godelier 1999, 12: «The one who receives the gift and accepts it places himself in the debt

of the one who has given it, thereby becoming indebted to the giver and to a certain extent be-
coming his ‹dependant›, at least for as long as he has not ‹given back› what he was given.»
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the polis, was supposed to be the benefactor in the relationship between a king and a
dependent polis. Moreover, a gift that obviously sought to elicit a specific counter-gift
(the petitions specified in the polis’ letter), that is to say, a gift that was visibly self-
interested, would have looked less generous than a reward for benefactions, even if
only virtual benefactions. In other words, the official counter-gift (the honours for the
king) was, ironically, more of a gift than an official gift would have been, and was,
therefore, more effective in obtaining a positive response from the king.

The source that most clearly reveals the ‹gift› (as opposed to ‹counter-gift›) function
of honours is preserved in a text by Diodorus Siculus. We lack the polis decree which
in all probability referred rhetorically to the king as benefactor. But the events that led
to the bestowal of honours leave little doubt as to their real nature: In the year 305 dur-
ing the course of the war between Antigonus Monophthalmos and Ptolemy I, Antigo-
nus threatened to besiege Rhodes, a state allied to Ptolemy, if it did not change sides.
Rhodes responded by electing to bestow great honours on Antigonus. The benefac-
tion that it sought to elicit in exchange from Antigonus, according to Diodorus Sicu-
lus, was that he respect the treaties of Rhodes with Ptolemy. Although Antigonus did
not do so, it is remarkable that the Rhodians hoped to achieve their objectives by
awarding honours to Antigonus before he had rendered any services – a hope that, as
we see from the previous examples, was not unfounded.68

The scope of proleptic honours

So far I have only discussed examples where the recipients of proleptic honours were
Hellenistic kings. The awarding of this type of honour was in part a ploy whose pur-
pose was politely to remind kings, who by definition were e\ergwtai, that they had to
act as such. Hellenistic kings endeavoured to legitimize their supremacy by presenting
themselves as benefactors, and usually took pains to maintain this image unaltered.
The honours accompanying the requests from the poleis increased pressure on kings
to respond positively, inasmuch as they underlined the stereotype of the king as bene-
factor.69

The awarding of ‹undeserved› honours to kings, however, also served a much
simpler goal: by indebting the kings with gifts they would feel obliged to give some-
thing in return.70 The principles of reciprocity of gift-exchange, and not the manipu-
lation of royal propaganda, lay at the roots of this type of award. For this reason, we
also come across such awards, as we shall see next, in cases where the recipients were
people other than Hellenistic kings, and in periods before the appearance of the Hel-
lenistic kings.

68 Diod. 20. 82. 2–3.
69 This aspect has been examined by Billows 1995, 73–75 and Ma 2000, 204–205.
70 Cf. Ma 2000, 204: «We might consider the honours as (…) an offering to the king, de-

manding requital in some form, according to the rules of exchange.»
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There are many examples involving royal officers. Although they were subordi-
nated to a king, they represent a very different category because they were not bene-
factors ‹by definition›. For example, Diocleidas, a representative of a certain king Anti-
gonus (Antigonus Gonatas or Antigonus Doson), received honours from Minoa in
Amorgus in a decree which justifies the awards as follows: «He has promised
(ãpaggwllv) that in the future he will do all the good he can, both in words and acts.»
As Philippe Gauthier has remarked, it is clear «that in the time the decree was
voted, Diocleidas had not, properly speaking, yet rendered any service to the citizens
of Minoa». The reality is that Minoa regarded Diocleidas as a man enjoying the king’s
confidence, and it hoped to gain some benefit in exchange for the granting of honours.
In 299, Nicagoras, an envoy of Demetrius Poliorcetes and Seleucus, received honours
from Ephesus for similar reasons, while the same can be said about the two oåkonfimoi
of Lycia, who in the year 282 were nominated e\ergwtai and prfijenoi and given hon-
ours such as polite›a, ögkthsi« and $twleia by Limyra.71

The poleis competed for the favours of such influential people with proleptic hon-
ours. This can be understood from a reading of a letter by a governor of Antiochus I to
Ilium, which indicates, moreover, that sometimes the potential benefactors even ne-
gotiated the type of honours they wanted.

Melwagro« #Iliwvn tái boylái kaÏ tâi d‹mvi xa›|rein· $pwdvken ŁmÖn [risto-
dik›dh« Ç ~ssio« ãpi|stol@« par@ toÜ basilwv« [ntifixoy, ìn t$nt›gra|fa ÉmÖn
Épogegrˇfamen· ãnwtyxen d’ ŁmÖn kaÏ a\|tÌ« fˇmeno«, pollân a\tâi kaÏ Ytwrvn
diale|gomwnvn kaÏ stwfanon didfintvn, —sper kaÏ Ł|meÖ« parakoloyùoÜmen di@ tÌ
kaÏ presbeÜsai $|pÌ tân pfileØn tina« prÌ« Łm»«, bo÷lesùai tÎn | xØran tÎn de-
domwnhn a\tâi ÉpÌ toÜ basilwv« [n|tifixoy kaÏ di@ tÌ ÅerÌn kaÏ di@ tÎn prÌ« Ém»«
e¾noi|an prosenwgkasùai prÌ« tÎn Émetwran pfilin· „ | mÍn oÛn $jioÖ genwsùai
aÉtâi par@ tá« pfilev«, a\|tÌ« ÉmÖn dhlØsei· kalâ« d’ ©n po‹saite chfisˇme|no›
te pˇnta t@ filˇnùrvpa a\tâi kaÏ kaù’ ƒti ©n | sygxvr‹shi tÎn $nagrafÎn
pohsˇmenoi kaÏ sth|lØsante« kaÏ ùwnte« eå« tÌ Åerfin, ¬na mwnhi ÉmÖn | beba›v« eå«
pˇnta tÌg xrfinon t@ sygxvrhùwnta· | örrvsùe.72

71 IG XII 7. 221 b (Diocleidas); Gauthier 1985, 142; OGIS 10 (I.Ephesos 5. 1453 [Nicago-
ras]); Wörrle 1977, 44 (the oåkonfimoi).

72 OGIS 221 (Welles 1934, no. 10–13; I.Ilion 33), lines 1–18: «Meleager to the council and
people of Ilium, greetings. Aristodicides of Assus has handed to us letters from King Antiochus,
copies of which we append below. He also came to us in person and said that although many
others were approaching him and offering him crowns – and we ourselves have information on this
point as embassies have come to us from certain poleis – he wished that the land given to him by
King Antiochus should because of the sanctuary and because of his goodwill towards you be at-
tached to your polis. What he wishes to be granted to him by the polis, he will explain to you himself.
You would do well therefore to vote him all the privileges, to inscribe the terms of the grant he
will make to you and exhibit them on a stele to be placed in the sanctuary, so that you may se-
curely preserve for all time the grant that has been made to you. Farewell.» (tr. by Austin 2006,
no. 164).
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As the rivalry among the poleis indicates, the incorporation of Aristodicides’ land was
seen as highly beneficial.73 The best way to obtain this benefit was to vote honours ac-
cording to the desires of Aristodicides. The text clearly implies that these honours had
to be voted before the incorporation of the land – that they were, in fact, a precondi-
tion. But of course, formally they would have been awarded as rewards for ‹benefac-
tions›: Aristodicides’ ‹goodwill towards the polis› highlighted by the governor.

It is important, on the other hand, to note that the strategy of granting proleptic
honours to foreigners was employed by the poleis prior to the Hellenistic age. We see,
for instance, that in 347/6 Athens passed a decree in honour of Spartocus and Paeri-
sades, the sons of Leucon, the king of Bosphorus, because «they said that they were
willing to provide the demos with all that it needed».74 Obviously, in this case the hon-
ours were not only the reward for the promise but also an attempt to encourage these
potential benefactors to keep it. Athens was counting on both the debt created by the
honours in advance and the fact that these honours put Spartocus and Paerisades
under an obligation by evoking the benefactions of their father. We have seen that the
same strategy was applied by some Hellenistic poleis in their relationships with kings.

Projen›a as proleptic honour

I will conclude this survey of proleptic honours with a particular honour that, from
ancient times, the Greek polis frequently granted without prior benefaction and with
the clear intention of obtaining something in exchange: the title prfijeno«. As the pre-
cise meaning of this title is still a matter of dispute, this thesis has to be explained in
some detail. First, the view – widespread among scholars – that the title prfijeno«
originally designated (in archaic and classical times) an appointment that was some-
thing like an honorary consul, but in the course of time ‹degenerated› into a simple
honour (in the Hellenistic period),75 probably requires serious revision.76 The title
prfijeno« never involved a function comparable to an $rx‹. As Gauthier has ex-
plained, it did not represent any kind of clearly set out obligation. Rather, if a politi-
cian received it, he would most probably have tried to act as prfijeno« by using his
influence in favour of the interests of the polis that had nominated him, while if the
recipient was a doctor, his activity as prfijeno« usually would have involved offering
medical assistance to people visiting his polis.77

73 See Welles 1934, 70.
74 IG II2 212 (Syll.3 206; Rhodes – Osborne 2003, no. 64).
75 Recently Welwei 2001, 476. Marek 1984, 1–3, cites many other examples.
76 The same can be said about its most sophisticated variant, by which projen›a was at one

and the same time an office, or function (‹Amt›, ‹Aufgabe›), and an honour (‹Ehre›), with a stress
on the former in the earlier period, and on the latter in the later period (Gschnitzer 1973, cols.
643–658). In my view, Gauthier 1985, 134–149 has convincingly argued that both theories
should be rejected. See also Marek 1984, 388–391.

77 Marek 1984, 333–381; 390; Gauthier 1985, 142–143.
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What, then, does the title prfijeno« imply? Above all, an honour – like the
e\ergwth« title – that generally came with privileges such as, for instance, a commit-
ment by the state to protect the prfijeno« and his family in the face of violent actions.78

The polis granted the title to a foreigner as a reward for having rendered services to
its citizens in their polis or, more often, for services rendered by him to its citizens
in his home polis. Its origin may be related to the practice of offering hospitality to
foreigners in an act of ritualized friendship (jen›a), a practice which, with the rise of
the polis, would have come to be perceived also as a service to the polis rather than as
merely a favour to individuals.79 Consequently the person who performed the ser-
vice – particularly if he did it frequently and for the benefit of several people of the
same polis – came to be considered a benefactor of the polis.

For the purposes of our argument, it is crucial to take into consideration the fact
that from the earliest surviving evidence of the granting of the title of prfijeno« it ap-
pears to have had the character of a reward. Around 480, Athens awarded the title to
Alexander I of Macedonia together with the title of e\ergwth«, which implies that
Alexander I received it for being a benefactor.80 The same can be said about a certain
Aristoteles, son of Chelonius, to whom an early fifth-century decree of Eretria granted
the titles prfijeno« and e\ergwth«.81 In this light, it is worth noting the conclusions
drawn by Michael Walbank in his work on the Athenian proxenies of the fifth
century: «Throughout the period of Athens’ independence, and well into Hellenistic
times, the two titles, proxenos and euergetês, are usually applied to the same honorand,
implying that the proxeny was not awarded unless it had been earned through euerge-
sia.»82

That the title prfijeno« was a reward for benefactors does not mean, however, that it
could not be granted to people who had not so far rendered any service. As in the case
of other euergetic honours, the title could be awarded in advance, that is, as a proleptic
honour. Indeed, granted the laconism and ambiguity of many decrees that confine
their references to the achievements of the people who are nominated prfijeno« to
statements such as ‹he has proved to be favourable to the polis›, it seems that the title
prfijeno« was frequently awarded as a proleptic honour.83 We can assume that from its
inception it was employed in a way that led easily to proleptic use. That is, even at an

78 This is not a new idea (see Meier 1843, 6; Wilamowitz-Moellendorff 1887, 239;
Schubert 1881, 4 ff.; Busolt 1920–1926, 1246) and has been confirmed by Gauthier’s work,
Gauthier 1985, esp. 141–145. On the privileges see Gschnitzer 1973, 710–721, Marek
1984, 151–160.

79 Herman 1987, 130–142.
80 Hdt. 8. 136 and 143 (cf. Bowie 2007). It seems that his benefaction consisted of favouring

the collection of wood: Wallace 1970, 200; Hammond – Griffith 1979, 69; Gauthier
1985, 155, no. 59.

81 IG XII Suppl. 549 (van Effenterre – Ruzé 1994–1995, vol. I, 39, lines 10–13).
82 Walbank 1978, 4–5. On the title of prfijeno« as reward see also Busolt 1920–1926, 1246.
83 Cf. Marek 1984, 333–381; Domingo Gygax 2006c, 15–16.
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early stage it must have been used, beyond the intention of rewarding, in the hope of
maintaining the relationship and prompting the benefactor to make new benefac-
tions. The recipient could be expected to act either out of satisfaction from seeing the
polis’ demonstration of gratitude, or because he was expecting more rewards for new
benefactions,84 or simply because he was interested in keeping the relationship. More-
over, the title of prfijeno«, like that of e\ergwth« (and in contrast with privileges such
as ögkthsi«, $twleia and so on, as well as honours such as crowns and statues) could
prompt in the recipient the notion that he had to be worthy of the title on a permanent
basis. Under these circumstances, the step of awarding the title of prfijeno« to people
who were merely potential benefactors must surely have been taken very early on.85

Although one might have the impression that cases following this pattern constituted
‹appointments› – hence the erroneous modern-day notion that the projen›a is an of-
fice – technically speaking they represent instances of proleptic honours.

Explaining proleptic honours

The practice of awarding honours in advance, whether proxeny titles or any of the
above mentioned honours, had a clear objective – to prompt a response in the form of
a benefaction. It was based on the elementary principle I outlined at the beginning of
this article: gifts generated counter-gifts, so that if a benefaction generated a reward in
the form of an honour, an honour that was not really a reward generated a benefac-
tion. In order to understand the custom of awarding proleptic honours, however, it is
necessary to consider also some other aspects of Greek euergetism. In the final part of
this article, I shall address this question. Otherwise one might have the impression
that proleptic honours were a ‹perversion› of euergetism and that the practice of
awarding them was sustained simply on account of a large dose of cynicism on the
part of the polis and the benefactor.

The ancient Greeks, in reality, perceived less difference between benefactions and
rewards than we do today. Once again, it is essential to bear in mind the kinship be-
tween euergetism and gift-exchange. As I suggested at the beginning, to the Greeks
euergetism was to a great extent an exchange of dvrea›. The following passage of De-
mosthenes’ Against Leptines illustrates this point very well: «For surely no one dreams
that he will tolerate the cancelling of your gifts (dvrea›) to him, and let his own gifts to

84 In the third century the Delians awarded a crown and two statues to the Macedonian Ad-
metus for his services as prfijeno« (IG XI 4. 664–665 and 1053).

85 Some of the ideas of this reconstruction of the origin and evolution of the title prfijeno«
can be found in Monceaux 1886, 2–3, and especially in Busolt 1920–1926, 1246–1247. Her-
man 1987, 130–142 esp. 139, focuses on highlighting the link between ritualized friendship
(jen›a) and projen›a, and presents projen›a as an adaptation of jen›a among individuals to the
relationship between communities and foreigners, and sees the obligations of a prfijeno« as
being a prolongation of the obligations of the jwno«. Herman sees all this as the result of a pact,
and not as the result of an exchange of services and rewards.
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you stand good.» The sentence refers to Leucon, the king of Bosphorus; his dvrea›
were his supplies of corn to Athens, while the dvrea› of the Athenians was the poli-
te›a, a golden crown and the exemption from liturgies as well as custom duties at the
Piraeus.86 The same notion can be found in inscriptions. For instance, in the decree of
Athens in honour of Leucon’s sons: «Since [Spartocus and Paerisades] give to the
Athenians the same dvrea› that Satyrus and Leucon had given to them [to the Athe-
nians], Spartocus and Paerisades must receive the dvrea› that the people had awarded
to Satyrus and Leucon.»87 Seen in this light, where both benefactions and rewards
were dvrea›, it was not a contradiction – however paradoxical it may seem to us – to
initiate the exchange of benefactions and rewards with the rewards.

It would be a mistake to believe that the use of one single word – dvreˇ – to refer to
benefactions and rewards was due to a lack of range in the Greek vocabulary. As in the
Homeric world, where the word dvreˇ was used to designate very different things
(payments for services rendered, fees, rewards, prizes, bribes, taxes, loans), in euerget-
ism the use of this word reflected the activity to which it was related: gift-exchange.88

This link is evident if one considers the origins of euergetism. The first benefactors to
be honoured with titles, distinctions and privileges were foreigners. They started
being honoured in archaic times and euergetic decrees were being issued by poleis not
later than the end of the sixth century.89 The custom of honouring citizens as benefac-
tors, on the other hand, did not catch on until much later (it is not until the end of the
fifth century that we find honours comparable to those granted to foreigners),90 and it
did so partly as a consequence of the influence of the honours awarded to foreigners
(only victorious citizens in pan-Hellenic games received awards from the archaic age
on, but this was exceptional and did not lead to the euergetic institution).91

Given this situation, it is possible to envisage the first steps in the practice of hon-
ouring foreigners: since the exchange of dvrea› was a key feature in the relationship
between individuals of different communities linked by jen›a, from the moment
when people organized in the social unit of the polis felt obliged to reciprocate to
foreigners who had rendered services to them as a community, they began to respond
by means of dvrea›. In other words, the honours awarded to the benefactor were no-
thing less than an adaptation, at the level of the polis, of the dvrea› of gift-exchange
between jwnoi. Gabriel Herman explains this concept very succinctly, but instead
of talking of benefactors he talks of prfijenoi (although, as we have seen, the prfijenoi

86 Dem. 20. 35 (tr. by Vince).
87 IG II2 212 (Syll.3 206).
88 Finley 1978, 66.
89 Sixth century: Hdt. 1. 54 (the honours of Delphi to Croesus); Syll.3 4 (van Effenterre –

Ruzé 1994–1995, vol. I, no. 32); first half of the fifth century: I.Cret. IV 64 (van Effenterre –
Ruzé 1994–1995, vol. I, 8); IG XII Suppl. 549 (van Effenterre – Ruzé 1994–1995, vol. I, 39);
Hdt. 8. 136.

90 Whitehead 1983, 66–68; Gauthier 1985, 95–96; Domingo Gygax 2006a, 290–294.
91 Domingo Gygax 2006a, 274–278.
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were a type of benefactor – an opinion, indeed, shared by Herman): «For what are the
privileges conceived of as gifts (dôreai) given by a city to a proxenos, if not a communal
version of private gift-exchange? What is the meaning of the underlying sequence of
the key concepts (present explicitly or implicitly in hundreds of decrees) – that euerge-
sia engenders a wish to confer a charis equivalent to the euergetêma – if not that the
private etiquette of reciprocity had been transferred to the communal level?»92

However, the practice of reversing the logical order of benefaction and reward was
facilitated also by other aspects of euergetism: benefactions and rewards were not only
elements of the same ‹nature›, i.e. dvrea›, but also had the same ‹value›. It should be
borne in mind that the rewards were granted to re-establish the balance in the rela-
tionship with the benefactor, and that in principle (and, as we have seen, often in prac-
tice) they were considered equal to the benefactions. Euergetic honours should be dis-
tinguished from the honours that modern states award to citizens for having ‹served
the homeland›, which are simple manifestations of gratitude aimed merely at symbol-
izing the debt of the state towards the person being honoured.

Besides these arguments, it should be noted also that often the euergetic exchange
did not limit itself only to such acts of giving and counter-giving. Whether the reward
aroused in the benefactor a sense of indebtedness or a wish for further honours, or
whether the benefactor was merely interested in continuing the relationship with the
polis, the fact remains that benefactions could lead to chains of gifts and counter-gifts.
And chains such as these helped blur the difference between benefactions and re-
wards, since in these chains the difference between gifts and counter-gifts could not
easily be distinguished. We have seen some examples while commenting on the rela-
tionships between poleis and Hellenistic kings.93 But there are other cases that are
even more illustrative. For example, from Cyme, where we find the following se-
quence: (a) a woman, Archippe, financed a new boyleyt‹rion; (b) Cyme, as was
proper, rewarded her with a golden crown, a statue that represented the demos crown-
ing her, and an inscription of the decree in her honour; (c) Archippe reciprocated then
with a banquet for all Cyme; (d) to this, Cyme replied with praise and an honorific de-
cree; (e) when the statue was erected, Archippe offered again a banquet to her fellow
citizens; (f) the polis thanked her again with more praise and a new honorific decree
and (g), when Archippe fell ill, just after the festivities, and then recovered, the polis
made sacrifices in order to thank the gods for her recovery, which, evidently, was at the
same time also a reward for her benefactions.94

92 Herman 1987, 135. Regarding the prfijeno« as a benefactor: «above all, he [the proxenos]
was an euergetês, a benefactor.»

93 Bringmann – von Steuben 1995, no. 93 [E 1] and Syll.3 671 B (Bringmann – von
Steuben 1995, no. 93 [E 2]); Herrmann 1965b, 73–74 (Bringmann – von Steuben 1995,
no. 284 [E 1]).

94 I.Kyme 13. On the order of the decrees see the commentary by Engelmann 1976, 28. See
also Savalli 1993, 230–273, and van Bremen 1996, 13–19.
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There is one more aspect that needs to be considered in order to understand the
logic of proleptic honours: when it came to benefactions and rewards, the Greeks were
accustomed since the beginnings of the polis to act on two levels: an institutional level
and a non-institutional one, which to a certain degree corresponded, respectively, to
an imaginary level and a real level (since, as we shall see, on the institutional level there
developed an image of the exchange of benefactions and rewards, which occasionally
did not correspond to the reality).95 As I noted, in the archaic polis, the aristocrats ren-
dered services similar to those of the elite in the Hellenistic polis. Although they did
not receive honours, many of these services were perceived as benefactions.96 The rea-
sons why the polis did not honour its civic benefactors are various, but among them
we find the fact that sometimes their services were regarded – by aristocrats and the
demos alike – as compensation for their privileged situation (in response to which the
honours would have been out of place), while it was not uncommon, also, for aristo-
crats to reinforce their benefactions so as to go beyond simple compensations and cre-
ate a sense of indebtedness in the demos, the effect of which would be to make it ac-
cept the social status quo of the archaic polis (the counter-gift of the demos).97

In conclusion, in the archaic polis there was, together with the euergetic reciprocity
between polis and foreigners, a relationship of informal reciprocity in which the ex-
changed elements (services to the polis and acceptance of the political and economic
status quo), despite being perceived as benefactions and rewards, were not formally
recognized as such. In fifth-century Athens this type of relationship can be observed
in an even clearer way. As liturgists, politicians such as Cimon, Nicias and Alcibiades
made huge contributions that were considered benefactions by the Athenians. Since
the liturgies were, a priori, obligations of a good citizen, and, moreover, because dur-
ing most of the fifth century the Athenian demos was reluctant to recognize any econ-
omic dependence on civic benefactors,98 the services of benefactors such as these did
not receive honours. But, as we have already remarked, they aroused a sense of in-
debtedness. Therefore, the demos gave unofficial rewards in the form of political sup-
port – precisely the kind of reward that people such as Cimon, Nicias and Alcibiades

95 Domingo Gygax 2006c.
96 The archaic polis held the notion of ‹e\erges›a to the polis›, as literary and epigraphic

sources show by mentioning the awarding of honours to foreign e\ergwtai (not later than the
sixth century: Hdt. 1. 54; IG IX 1, 867 [van Effenterre – Ruzé 1994–1995, vol. I, 34]; Syll.3 4
[van Effenterre – Ruzé 1994–1995, vol. I, 32]; van Effenterre – Ruzé 1994–1995, vol. I,
40). The polis was able to honour its fellow citizens for a very specific type of benefaction, the
athletic victory (Xenophanes, Fr. 2 [D]; Plut. Sol. 23. 3 and 24. 3; Paus. 8. 40. 1), and in the polis
there were even voices (for example Xenophanes, Fr. 2 [D]) that favoured honours to citizens for
other services.

97 von Reden 1995, 79–89; Domingo Gygax 2003, 194.
98 The famous anecdote in Plutarch about the demos rejecting Pericles’ offer to finance the

building program (Plut. Per. 14) is thought to reflect this attitude of the demos, an attitude that
the so-called ‹springhouse decree› would confirm (ATL II, D. 19, l. 13ff.). See Davies 1971, 459;
Nippel 1982, 29; Stadter 1989, 181–182; Podlecki 1998, 86–87.
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were looking for.99 During the Peloponnesian War, however, and particularly after the
loss of the empire in the fourth century, the relationship between the polis and its
wealthy citizens changed. Their contributions then became indispensable and, with
the growth of the custom of rewarding the Athenian generals with honours, these
great donors also benefited by being increasingly honoured.100 But the non-institu-
tional rewards continued. In several speeches of the fourth century, for instance, the
defendant asks for acquittal by reason of having contributed financially to the polis.101

The coexistence of these two levels of reciprocity in the exchange of benefactions
and rewards, i.e. institutional and non-institutional, certainly facilitated the emerg-
ence of the award of honours in advance. Just as some benefactions were not officially
recognized in spite of being real, benefactions whose reality was yet to materialize
started to be presented as real, and the corresponding proactive awarding of honours
for such anticipated benefactions – proleptic honours – emerges as an institution.

Whether a service was portrayed by a polis as benefaction or reward depended to a
great extent on the circumstances. What in a certain context might be presented as a
benefaction, in a different context could be presented as a reward. The following in-
scription from Smyrna – a decree on the annexation of Magnesia by Sipylus – illus-
trates this point well:

ödojen tâi d‹mvi, strathgân gnØmh· ãpeidÎ prfiterfin te kaù’ ¯n kairÌn Ç basi-
leŒ« Swleyko« Éper|wbalen eå« tÎn Seleyk›da, pollân [k]aÏ megˇlvn kind÷nvn
peristˇntvn tÎm pfilin Łmân kaÏ tÎn | xØran, dief÷lajen Ç dámo« tÎm prÌ« a\tÌn
e¾noiˇn te kaÏ fil›an, o\ kataplageÏ« tÎn tân ãnant›vn öfodon | o\dÍ front›sa«
tá« tân Éparxfintvn $[p]vle›a«, $ll@ pˇnta de÷tera Łghsˇmeno« eÚnai prÌ« tÌ
diameÖ|nai ãn tái aÅrwsei kaÏ $ntilabwsùai tâm p[r]agmˇtvn kat@ tÎn YaytoÜ
d÷namin kaùfiti ãj $rxá« Épwsth· diÌ | kaÏ Ç basileŒ« Swleyko«, e\sebâ« t@ prÌ«
toŒ« ùeoŒ« diake›meno« kaÏ filostfirgv« t@ prÌ« toŒ« goneÖ«, mega|lficyxo« Ên
kaÏ ãpistˇmeno« xˇrita« $podidfinai toÖ« YaytÌn e\ergetoÜsin, ãt›mhsen tÎm
pfilin Łmân diˇ | te tÎn toÜ d‹moy e¾noian kaÏ filotim›an Än ãpepo›hto eå« t@
prˇgmata a\toÜ kaÏ di@ tÌ tÌm patw|ra a\toÜ ùeÌn [nt›oxon kaÏ tÎm mhtwra tÎn
toÜ patrÌ« ùe@n Straton›khn ÅdrÜsùai par’ ŁmÖn timvmw|noy« timaÖ« $jiolfigoi«
kaÏ koinái ÉpÌ toÜ pl‹ùoy« kaÏ åd›ai Éf ’ Ykˇstoy tâm politân …102

99 Cimon: Aristot. Athen. Pol. 27. 3–4; Plut. Cim. 10. 3–5 (Gorgias), 7; Athen. 12. 532f-533c
(Theopompus); Nicias: Plat. Gorg. 472a; Plut. Nic. 3–4; Alcibiades: Thuc. 6. 16. 3; Isocr. 16. 35;
Plut. Alc. 16. 4.

100 Isocr. 18. 61, provides an early attestation of this practice (see Domingo Gygax 2006b,
491). On the evolution of honours for civic benefactors in the fifth and fourth centuries see
Gauthier 1985, 92–103, 106–128, and Domingo Gygax 2006a, 285–295.

101 Lys. 30. 1: «There have been cases, gentlemen of the jury, of persons who, when brought to
trial, have appeared to be guilty, but who, on showing forth their ancestor’s virtues and their own
benefactions (e\erges›ai), have obtained your pardon» (tr. by Lamb). See also Lys. 25. 13.

102 OGIS 229 (I.Smyrna 573), lines 1–10: «Resolved by the people, proposal of the generals:
since previously at the time when King Seleucus (II) crossed into Seleucis, and many great
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As it was in a position of some power, Smyrna could afford to depict the polis/king re-
lationship as a benefactor/beneficiary rapport in terms that were just the reverse of the
picture depicted in so many inscriptions before. On the contrary, if Smyrna had
needed the king’s help, the goodwill of the polis would not have been presented as a
benefaction but as a response to royal services103 and the king’s favours not as rewards
for the benefactions of the polis but as royal benefactions, which Smyrna would in
return have honoured and accompanied with requests. That Smyrna was able, excep-
tionally, to express itself with a certain freedom does not mean, however, that its ver-
sion is more ‹real›. Possibly Smyrna’s merits were not as great as it would like us to be-
lieve, and the favours of the king – including the guarantee of the autonomy and
democracy of the polis and a declaration that it is sacred and inviolate – rather than a
reward were discretely perceived as a gift to assure the loyalty of the polis in a region of
uncertain loyalty.104 Examples such as this show how fluid the concepts of benefaction
and reward were and how unproblematic it must have been to present proleptic hon-
ours as recompenses.

Conclusions

The custom of rewarding people who made promises in public subscriptions with the
engraving of their names on stelae and other distinctions before they had fulfilled
their promises, however peculiar it may seem to some scholars, corresponds to a nor-
mal practice in Greek euergetism: the granting of honours that were presented as an
official form of recompense, but functioned de facto as gifts. Thanks to the rules of
Greek gift-exchange (the obligation to reciprocate gifts) this procedure allowed the
polis to anticipate real benefactions, so that these recompenses were to a great extent
perceived as recompenses in advance (i.e. proleptic honours). In the case of public
subscriptions, they were an effective way to ensure that the promises would be ful-
filled.

dangers were threatening our polis and territory, the people preserved its goodwill and friend-
ship towards him, and was not daunted at the enemies’ invasion and gave no thought to the des-
truction of its property, but considered everything secondary to the maintenance of its policy of
friendship and to defending the king’s interests to the best of its ability as it initially promised;
and so King Seleucus, who shows piety towards the gods and affection towards his parents, being
generous and knowing how to repay gratitude towards his benefactors, honoured our polis because of
the goodwill and zeal displayed by the people towards his interests and because of the establishment
in our polis of the cult of his father Antiochus Theos (the god) and his father’s mother Stratonice
Thea (the goddess), in which are offered to them great honours publicly by the people and in pri-
vate by each of the citizens …» (tr. by Austin 2006, no. 174).

103 As we see, for instance, in the letter by Ptolemy III to Xanthus (Bousquet 1986, 22–24).
104 Moreover, the favours of the king may not at all have been a reward for Smyrna’s loyalty

during the military conflict if Ihnken 1978, 53–54, is right in his assumption that the section on
the honours («and so King Seleucus …») has no relationship with the initial passage, so that the
honours would have actually been awarded before the hostilities.
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Although the awarding of proleptic honours can be observed most clearly in the re-
lationship between polis and Hellenistic king, it was an old tradition, which probably
goes back to the time of the first proxeny titles in the archaic age and is well docu-
mented in classical times.

Honours for promises were by no means the most excessive rewards vis-à-vis the
services rendered. Honours could be bestowed for much less than just promises or
good intentions, simply for fictive benefactions, as in the case of Rhodes and Antigo-
nus Monophthalmos. Honours such as these were purely proleptic, while those for
promises had a non-proleptic dimension insofar as they repaid the promises made.
On the other hand, the power of proleptic honours to oblige the recipient to perform a
benefaction was sometimes based on more than just the ability to indebt him. By pub-
licising and eventually also recording (when the honours included an inscription) a
promise they could put the recipient under the pressure from fellow citizens or make
him liable to sanctions for default. In other cases they could compel him by reminding
him of a status – i.e. that of benefactor – that was part of his identity as king or
prfijeno«, or by simply invoking his own previous benefactions or the benefactions of
his ancestors.

This system of rewards in advance, virtual benefactions and gifts which were at the
same time counter-gifts worked reasonably well thanks to a number of factors. While
we normally associate benefactions and honours with, respectively, gifts and rewards,
the Greeks saw this relationship in a more flexible way. Benefactions and honours
were interchangeable commodities. They were all dvrea› and had, in principle, the
same value; the purpose of the euergetic honours, in contrast with the distinctions
granted by modern-day states, was not to symbolize the debt owed to the benefactor
but to cancel it. Furthermore, in the chains of benefactions and rewards the distinc-
tion between gift and counter-gift tended to become blurred. Finally, in the act of ex-
changing benefactions and rewards, the Greeks were accustomed, since archaic times,
to act on two levels, institutional – i.e. euergetism – and non-institutional, where the
communities rewarded benefactions that officially were not acknowledged. The exist-
ence of a developed apparatus of rewards coupled with the contradictions between the
levels of real exchange and the official discourse of the polis made it much easier to
take the step of presenting gifts officially as rewards.
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